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Abstract HEX programs extend ASP with external
atoms implemented in C++ or Python. DLVHEX is a
solver for HEX that permits cyclic reasoning over external atoms and external value invention.

– external computations may depend (possibly cyclically) on the true extension of predicates in a respective answer set.
These two features make HEX a widely applicable and
also very expressive formalism.

1 Motivation

2 HEX Formalism

Answer Set Programming (ASP) [1] is a logic programming formalism for knowledge representation and reasoning. However, in many applications, rules are insufficient for representing all reasoning about the domain
of interest. Instead, accessing information or computations from the world outside the program is needed. HEX
programs [5] extend ASP with special external atoms
in rule bodies, whose truth value is determined by an
external source using, e.g., imperative code.
Consider the following simple example:

hex programs [5] extend ASP by allowing the use of
external atoms of the form &g[p1 , . . . , pk ](c1 , . . . , cl ) in
rule bodies, where &g is an external predicate, p1 , . . . , pk
are input predicate names or constants, and c1 , . . . , cl
are output terms. Intuitively, the semantics of an external predicate &g defines for a given assignment and
input list p1 , . . . , pk for which lists of output constants
c1 , . . . , cl the external atom should be true. The notions
of rule and program satisfaction and of answer sets are
then extended from ASP to HEX in the obvious way.
Importantly, external oracles can be true for output
constants that do not occur in the input program to
extend the domain of the original program (called value invention) [6]. This permits HEX programs to import knowledge from external sources, e.g., the Internet,
as well as to reason with that knowledge. hex is Σ2P complete for ground programs if all external sources are
polynomial and up to Turing-complete in general.

critical(R) ← robot(R), &battery[R](Lvl), Lvl < 25 .

where the status of some robots is determined by reading and interpreting their battery level. External oracles can perform arbitrary computations to determine
their truth value. Two distinguishing features of HEX
are:
– external computations can produce new constants,
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3 DLVHEX Solver
The DLVHEX solver1 implements HEX programs based
on Gringo and Clasp as backends and supports external atoms to be implemented in C++ and Python using
an API provided by the reasoner. While grounding and
1

www.kr.tuwien.ac.at/research/systems/dlvhex/

2

ground program solving are often separated in two phases in ASP, in HEX the potential value invention in external sources requires them to be interleaved.
The basic approach [5] for evaluating ground HEX
programs is based on a guess and check rewriting of
the HEX program to normal ASP, where the checking
part requires verification calls to the external sources.
However, for scalability reasons, this approach has been
extended by advanced evaluation techniques.
Related to DLVHEX are WASP’s extension with external Python propagators [4], and Clingo 5 [9], which
provides generic interfaces for ASP modulo theory solving. While DLVHEX aims at user-friendly integration
of heterogeneous sources, Clingo 5 is geared to technically integrate specific theories, with limited value invention and possibly unfounded external recursion.
For getting started with HEX and the DLVHEX solver, a manual2 and a step-by-step walkthrough for building an application based on HEX [7] are provided.

4 Applications
Angry-HEX. This AI agent plays the popular physicsbased game Angry Birds 3 autonomously [2]. The aim of
the game is to use a slingshot to shoot birds of different
types at pigs placed on a scene in order to destroy them.
Pigs are usually protected by obstacles of different types. The game uses a realistic physics simulation, including gravity and statics. The agent is publicly available
as open-source software4 . For a detailed explanation we
refer to [2].
The reasoning part of the agent is implemented using
logic programming. Plain ASP is insufficient as the computation involves physics simulation and floating point
numbers to realize geometrical reasoning about properties, positions and relationships of the objects in the
game. We used HEX programs, which allow for handling such computations by external atoms while the actual planning can be conveniently done by rules. For
instance, the external atom &canpush[ao](A, B ) finds
all the pairs hA, B i of objects such that A can horizontally push B if it is hit by a bird or by another
object. This computation requires geometric considerations about location and orientation of the objects.
The reasoning involves also the evaluation of the trajectory of the shot that will inflict the most useful direct
and indirect damage to the target objects of the scene,
which has been realized by using weak constraints.
2
www.kr.tuwien.ac.at/research/systems/dlvhex/docs/
userguide.pdf
3
https://www.angrybirds.com/games/angry-birds
4
https://github.com/DeMaCS-UNICAL/Angry-HEX
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Due to the generality of the approach, HEX has been
successfully utilized in many further applications. At
this, HEX is suited for importing information from external sources as well as outsourcing computations.
Besides simple plugins for querying RDF data sources or performing string operations (see the system website), one of the first elaborated use cases for HEX was
an interface to a Description Logics (DL) reasoner, such
that a DL ontology can be queried as well as manipulated from within a HEX program. Due to its modular
architecture, HEX also makes it easy to plug in other
external reasoners, e.g. a constraint solver, which has
been exploited in an application that externally checks
the satisfiability of arithmetic constraints used in a HEX
program. Moreover, it is possible to leverage different
types of external sources in the same HEX program.
The HEX formalism has also been deployed for solving more involved real-world problems, e.g. for planning in the area of robotics [8], for integration of biomedical databases [8], or for accessing data streams and
classifying events with an DL ontology [3].
The mentioned applications, while cumbersome to
formalize in many other formalisms, can be implemented in a natural way using HEX, which allows to combine very diverse modes of reasoning. Consequently, the
continuous efforts directed towards making the HEX algorithm more efficient in general, as well as for particular classes of programs, pays off in terms of its increasing usefulness for solving practical problems.
A broader overview of HEX applications, discussion
of problem solving and further references can be found
in [7].
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